Evo Cloud Quick-Start User Guide
PLEASE DO NOT PRINT THIS GUIDE
Please do not print this User Guide. It is bad for the environment to do so, and the guide is constantly being
updated. Printing this guide will use a lot of paper and a printed version will become outdated very quickly.
Updated versions of this guide will be posted to http://www.evo.cloud/guide. We recommend using Acrobat
reader to use this guide, which includes search capability and makes navigating the guide easier.
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Important Warnings and Terms of Use
Terms of Use Agreement
By logging into the Evo Cloud platform, you immediately agree to the terms of the Evo Cloud Terms of Use
Agreement, which is available online at http://www.evo.cloud/terms-of-use.

Completeness, and Latest Version of this Guide
The Evo Cloud platform is constantly being improved with new features, and as such, there will be new user
guides, tutorials, and videos that are continually produced to help our customers. To ensure that you have the
latest version of this guide, please visit http://www.evo.cloud/guide.

Sensitive Content Warning
All users – please note that you are entering content into a website publishing system. You should NEVER
upload documents, files, images, or content into this system that you do not wish to be publicly discoverable.
Unlinked files and website pages can still be found via Google and other search engines, so you should assume
that anything that you upload into Evo Cloud can and will be found online eventually. Evo Studio, Inc. does not
bear any responsibility for your content being discovered when it is uploaded by your staff into our software.

Data Retention
Most content entered into Evo Cloud system cannot be physically deleted. For example, when you delete a
page using the “delete” button, it is simply marked “deleted” within the database. Each time a page is saved, a
new version is also saved in the database. If you delete a page by accident, see your administrator to undelete
the page.

Data Backups
Data for the Evo Cloud platform is backed up regularly, but this is for emergencies only. You should never rely
on our emergency backups for your historical data backup. You should retain a copy locally on your computer
of all content entered into the Evo Cloud platform. Free online tools exist to backup live websites, and you
should backup your entire website at least every three months (quarterly). Contact Evo Studio for more
information.

Login Sharing and Password Choice
Please never share your login with anyone. Ever. Certain users may have admin rights to the entire system, so
sharing those logins will compromise the security of the system. If you share your login with someone else,
any changes that they make to the system will me marked as being made by you. So again, never share your
login with anyone. Make sure that passwords that you create for your account (or others if you are an admin)
are never anything as simple as “password”. Any dictionary words that are easy to guess will compromise your
website. Passwords should include both letters and numbers, and be eight or more characters in length.
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Before You Begin
Reserved URLs
There are several URLs that are reserved by the application, because they are used for specific content
applications. You should be aware of these URLs so that you do not try to use them for your content in your
website.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

/admin – administration area of your website
/agenda – used by the meeting and agenda dashboard, which shows upcoming meetings.
/bids – shows a listing of open bids from the bid system. Visitors have to log into the portal to see
detail on them.
/calendar – a master calendar showing all events.
/jobs – - shows job postings.
/map – used by the master map, which shows all map categories on one page.
/portal – the customer portal for your customers to log into.

Setting up your Computer
Your computer should have a monitor that is 17” or larger, running at a resolution equal to or higher than
1280 x 1024. If you can’t fit all of the side menu bar on your screen, you can zoom in and out with our browser
using the following keyboard shortcuts, which work on any computer type or browser:
CTRL + MINUS SIGN = Zoom Out
CTRL + PLUS SIGN = Zoom In
CTRL + EQUAL SIGN = Reset Zoom Level
Microsoft Internet Explorer users will need a version 10 or higher browser. We recommend downloading and
using Google Chrome for managing your website with Evo Cloud. You can download Google Chrome at the
following address: https://www.google.com/chrome/browser/desktop/index.html
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Quick-Start Guide - Most Common Tasks
The following quick-start guide is meant to be as brief as possible, so that you can update your website very
quickly, and without much training. In-depth training resources are available, and go way beyond this quickstart guide.

Logging into the system
To log into the admin area of your website, simply add “/admin” to the end of your website address.
Usernames are always email addresses. Your website admin should give you your password. If you were giving
a temporary password, change it the first time you log in by clicking the account link in the upper right of the
system.
If you forget your password, you can reset it by using the forgot password function. Passwords are never
visible by anyone (including our staff), so if you forget your password and also can’t reset it, you will need to
contact your website administrator.

Finding Content
If you wish to edit a page that already exists in the website, you need to locate it first. In the upper right of the
admin is a search box. Use that search box to locate pages and other content by name. The search box also
locates files in the media library.
Most content is entered as “pages”, so you may have the most luck in finding page content by clicking “pages”
on the left hand menu after logging in. Note that the page list is sortable by page name and by the URL of the
pages (they are separate columns). This helps locate pages that you wish to edit quickly.
Content that appears on pages that have collapsible areas (like a “how do I” page) are probably built with the
FAQ module. After some practice, you will be able to recognize FAQ pages in your website. To gain access to
FAQ pages and their entries, click “FAQ” on the left menu of the admin.
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Enabling the Advanced Editor (recommended)
When you first edit a web page, note that the editor is dumbed-down for basic editing only.
To see all of the buttons available on the editor, click the text link right above the editor to enable the
advanced editor. Most users that will do a lot of editing will want the advanced editor. Clicking the link for the
advanced editor will put a cookie in your browser, telling the system that you only want to see the advanced
editor.

Pasting Content into a Page
Once you locate the page that you wish to edit, you can click right into the editor on the page and start typing
your edits. If you wish to cut and paste content from an outside document (like a Word Document), you have
several ways you can paste content into the page. One way is to use keyboard shortcuts.
Keyboard Shortcuts:
CTRL + C = COPY
CTRL + X = CUT
CTRL + V = PASTE
ENTER = Double line paragraph break
SHIFT + ENTER = Single line break (most people miss this one)
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Editor Icon Buttons for Pasting content into a web page:

Left icon = Normal Paste - These three icons in the editor menu bar enable you to paste content in different
ways into a web page. The icon on the left is the same as hitting the CTRL and V keys on your keyboard to do a
standard paste from your clipboard.
Center icon = Plain Text Paste - The center icon will paste your content as plain text. This is useful if you are
pasting content from a PDF, brochure file, or other software which is NOT web design software. It will strip all
formatting out and past only the text. We recommend this when moving content from very old websites into a
new website.
Right Icon = Paste a Word Document – Microsoft Word documents are sometimes tricky to paste into
websites, because they have formatting that can break a website. Using this icon to paste in your Word
document can solve most problems with Word documents, while maintaining your layout tables from Word.
Individual images in your Word Documents are NOT AUTOMATICALLY UPLOADED and all images will need to
be uploaded into the Media Manager.

Adding Links to a page
To add a hyperlink to text, or to an image, simply click and swipe over the text that you wish to be a link, and
then click on the globe icon that has a chain link in front of it. It looks like this:
Clicking this icon makes the link popup appear:
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Enter the URL that you want your link to direct to, and click OK.
To make the link open a new window when clicked, click on the “target” tab and choose “new window”. The
“Link Type” dropdown on the first tab of the link popup also enables you to create an email link.

Add FILES (like PDFs) to a web page
Quick instructions:
1. Open the page or application where you want the file linked.
2. Click “Insert Media” on the editor toolbar while editing the page.

3. Choose the file from the file manager, or upload a new one by dragging it into the file manager popup
to upload it.
4. Hover over the file, and click the “+” sign to insert it.
5. Click blue Insert button.
6. File hyperlink appears in the page, and you can rename it as you like.
7. Click save to save the page or app.
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Adding IMAGES to a web page
Quick Instructions:
1. Open the page or app where you want to insert an image.
2. Click “Insert Media” on the editor toolbar while editing the page.

3. Browse to choose the image from the file manager, or upload a new one by dragging it into the file
manager popup to upload it. Choose an appropriate folder if uploading a new image.
4. Hover over the image, and click the “+” sign to insert it.
5. Choose the size you would like to use.
6. Click blue Insert button.
7. After a short delay (be patient), the image appears in the page editor.
8. Click save to save the page.

Quick Image Editing
To edit an image that you have uploaded into the media library, click on the pencil icon after hovering over the
image in the media library.

The image editing popup enables you to to rotate, resize, crop, and replace images site-wide. To get the
images hosted URL (the direct link to the original image itself), click the “view” link on the image editing popup.
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Create New Web Pages and Add to a Menu
1. GO TO PAGES SECTION - Click “Pages” on the left side menu of the admin.
2. CHECK FOR EXISTING PAGES - Browse the list of pages to make sure the page you want to add does not
already exist. Note that the columns are sortable, and you can sort by URL by clicking the column
heading “URL”. Pages may exist that are not linked in your website’s menus, so this is an important
step.
3. ADD NEW PAGE - Click the green “Add Page” button in the upper right of the page list.
4. TOGGLE EDITOR IF NECESSARY - Use the basic or advanced editor (the text link under the title area
toggles the editor). Toggling the editor refreshes the page, so do this first if you need to. The system
will remember your choice moving forward with future pages.
5. NAME YOUR PAGE - Enter a name for your new page in the TITLE box. Note that this title will be output
at the top of your page content, so there is no need to enter a second title in the body of the page.
6. WRITE OR PASTE CONTENT - Write or paste your page content into the editor. See the cut-and-paste
guide earlier in this quick start guide if you need help cutting and pasting.
7. IMAGES - Pasted images will not be uploaded. See the Images area of this quick start guide for
information on uploading and adding images to a web page.
8. LINKS – Add hyperlinks to your page content where necessary. This is covered earlier in the Quick Start
Guide.
9. SAVE PAGE – To preview your page, or to change its URL, you need to save it first. Click the green
UPDATE PAGE button at the bottom right of the page.
10. VERIFY URL – The address bar above the editor controls the URL address that you use in a web browser
to visit the page.
It looks like this:

By default, the URL address uses the page name that you entered, and spaces are replaced by dashes.
After the page is saved, you can edit this URL to make it more concise by clicking on the pencil. If the
system appends a number to the end of your URL, that means you entered a name that exists
elsewhere in your website, and you should choose a different name. The home page of your website is
a special page, whose address looks like the one above (just a slash). Don’t change the address of the
home page.
11. PREVIEW YOUR NEW PAGE – You can click on the green view icon after saving your page, to see it live
in your website. It looks like this:
12. ADD NEW PAGE TO NAVIGATION MENU – Creating a new web page does not add it to your website’s
navigation menus. You need to add the page to the area of your menu that you want it to appear, so
that your visitors can browse to it. Click MENUS, then click on your MAIN MENU in the menu list. Then
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click the ADD ITEM green button, which looks like this:

Click Pages, and you will see a list of all pages that you can add to the menu. To save time dragging
your page link to the right part of your main menu, make sure that you select the parent that you want
to use. The screen shot below explains this in more detail.
Adding a Page to a Navigation Menu
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MENUS – Working with Navigation Menus
Menus are the navigation menus that appear at the top of your website. They enable your website visitors to
navigate your website using fly-out menus that show a tree of hyperlinks.
When you add or delete items from the menu, it doesn’t delete the actual item from the overall website – it
just removes its link from the menu tree. When you add new content to your website, it is not automatically
added to these menus, so you need to add new pages and other content to the menus after you create them.
Here are the quick steps needed to add content to a menu:
1. GO TO MENUS - Click MENUS on the left hand navigation of your admin.
2. CHOOSE THE CORRECT MENU - From the list of menus, choose the appropriate menu that you wish to
edit and click on its name. If we built your website, we typically name the main menu of your website
“Main Menu”. Other menus could be top menus, footer menus, or department-specific menus.
3. CHOOSE THE TYPE OF ITEM YOU WISH TO ADD TO A MENU – Click the green “Add Item” button in the
upper right of the menu edit page. Then choose the BLUE ICON representing the type of content that
you want to add to the menu (typically a page, the first icon at the top of the popup).
4. BROWSE TO SELECT THE EXACT PAGE OR ITEM – Scroll to the page that you wish to add to the menu,
then click on it to highlight it.
5. CHOOSE A PARENT – You will see a dropdown entitled “Parent” that enables you to choose a parent
for your new link. This saves a lot of time because you can insert your link at the end of the section
where you want the link to appear.
6. CLICK ADD – If you chose a parent item, your new link will appear below that parent.
7. DRAG ITEM – If necessary drag your new link to the correct location under the parent that you chose.
The menu will auto-save after dragging the element, and you are done.
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Menu Guide
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ALERTS
Alerts are the scrolling alerts that appear at the top of your website. Be careful not to click the red delete
button on an alert area, because it will remove the entire alert area from your website.
Tips:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Don’t create too many alerts - Four is about maximum. Visitors are too impatient to wait for your
alerts to scroll across the top of your website. A single alert will become static and won’t scroll – you
need at least two for them to animate. Don’t feel that you always need two of them with animation – a
single message that is sticky to the top of your website works well.
Use them only when you need to – Alerts should be used to grab attention for an important, timely
matter only. If you always have alerts active all the time, your visitors will start to ignore them.
Keep them Brief – Use as little text as possible.
Add a Link – Alerts work best when they are linked to pages for more information.
Alert Styles – Alerts can be styled by a designer to change their speed, direction, colors, and fonts. This
is outside of the scope of the quick start guide.
Deactivate Instead of Deleting – If you have an alert that you may reuse from time to time, you can
deactivate individual messages instead of deleting them.

To post an alert:
1. BROWSE TO ALERTS - Click ALERTS on the left hand menu of the site admin.
2. CHOOSE ALERT AREA TO MANAGE - Choose the alert area that you wish to manage. Most websites
have just one Alert area, but it is possible to have scrolling alert areas in multiple areas of your website.
3. DO NOT DELETE THE ALERT MODULE! – some users rush to the red delete button at the bottom of the
alert module to deactivate an old alert. If you do this, you will remove the entire alert module from
your website. Do not do this.
4. DEACTIVATE OR DELETE OLD ALERTS – to deactivate an old alert message, simply uncheck the “active”
checkbox under the message in question and then click the blue “Update Alert” button in the lower
right. You can also delete a specific alert message by clicking the delete checkbox under the message
(NOT the red delete button at the bottom, which deletes the entire alert module from your website).
5. ADD AN ALERT – The gray add button creates a new alert message area. Click that to add a new alert
message. Enter your text, which is what will appear at the top of your website. Enter an optional
hyperlink if you wish. Choose the start and end date that your message should appear. Click the blue
“Update Alert” button in the lower right to update the alert system in your website.
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FAQ Module
The FAQ Module is designed to handle “Frequently Asked Questions” style content. The concept is to have
LOTS of content condensed into collapsible areas of a single web page. This accordion effect makes it much
easier for your website visitors to browse topics, so that they can find the answers (or resources) that they are
looking for quickly. Our FAQ module accomplishes this basic need for a “How Do I?” section of your website,
but it can be used for many additional types of content in your website. Any area of content that is large, that
would benefit by having section headings, collapsible areas, and a search engine can be posted using the FAQ
module.
Sample uses:
•

•
•

Master “How Do I?” FAQ – Your customers need answers to common questions, so it might make
sense to have a menu item in your website entitled “How Do I?” that links to an FAQ module. You
could then populate an FAQ module with common questions that you get from your customers, with
resources posted as an answer to each entry.
Services Breakdown – Long pages that contain information on services could be organized and
collapsed using an FAQ module.
Schedules of Activities – We have seen some of our local government customers use FAQs to post
their recreation program information.

To Manage an FAQ Module:
1. BROWSE TO FAQs - Click FAQs on the left hand menu of the site admin.
2. CHOOSE FAQ TO MANAGE OR CREATE A NEW ONE – Choose an FAQ area to manage from the list of
FAQ modules, or create a new one using the green “Add FAQ” button in the upper right corner of the
FAQ list.
3. SAVE FREQUENTLY – If you are sitting down to craft a massive FAQ area in the administrator itself
(instead of writing it in MS Word first), then make sure that you hit the blue save button named
“Update FAQ” in the lower right frequently. Unlike web pages, FAQs do not currently support
versioning, so this is very important. We recommend writing out your FAQ content using a word
processor first.
4. SECTIONS – Create or expand an existing SECTION within your FAQ. Sections are like topics, that let you
group questions together by subject matter. You need at least one section in your FAQ to add entries.
If you are stuck trying to think of a name for your section, just title it “Common Questions”.
5. ADD ENTRY – Each entry has a title, which is the same as the question that a website visitor might ask
you. Clicking “Entry Answer” exposes the CMS editor, which enables you to create a detailed response
to each entry.
6. SAVE – Click the UPDATE FAQ button on the lower right to save your FAQ after each entry is complete.
To check your work, click the green VIEW button at the top of the FAQ.
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7. ADD TO MENU (optional) - If this is a brand new FAQ, you will need to add it to your navigation menus
so that visitors can browse to it. The process is the same as adding a page to a menu, which is covered
elsewhere in this FAQ under menu management.
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Forms
The forms module enables you to create forms in your website that your visitors can fill out, to send you
information.
Some tips and information about forms:
• All website forms that you create can send emails to your staff.
• Forms can send emails to multiple email addresses, but entering them as a list separated by commas.
• Every form creates a database automatically, which records all form submissions as a backup to email
delivery.
• Form submission data associated with a form can be exported to an excel file, and can be filtered to a
date range.
• Forms can generate PDF files, which can be designed using a template system to match your in-house
PDF forms. This is an advanced topic that is not covered in this guide. Design of custom PDF generation
templates is available from Evo Studios for a fee.
Creating a form
Before creating a new form, check to see if one exists already by clicking FORMS on the left site navigation
menu. If you still need to create a new form, click the green “Add Form” button in the upper right.
Add details to your form
•
•

•

Title Field - The title field is the name of your form within the CMS.
URL Address - After saving your form, this name will be used to make the URL for the form, which you
can see above in the address field. After saving the form initially, you can change the address field of
the form to be any address you wish.
Editor - The editor under the title enables you to add descriptive content above the actual form itself.
You can enter any content here that you wish, similar to building a standard page in your website.
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Form Submission Settings
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Add fields to your form
Use the NEW FIELD area at the bottom of the form builder to create a new form field.

Form Field Types
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Text – Single Line: Use this for simple data entry items like a person’s name.
Text – Multiple Lines: Use this for descriptive text that needs to be entered into your form, like a long
paragraph.
Email Address: it is basically the same as text-single line, but it makes sure that the value entered is
validated to be an email address.
Radio Button: A multiple choice selection, where only one value is allowed to be selected.
Checkbox: A multiple choice selection, where any combination of values can be selected.
Drop-Down: As the name implies, it is a multiple choice drop-down box. Allows for multiple options to
be selected.
File Upload: Allows your visitor to upload a file to you. The file is not scanned for viruses. A link to the
file is presented in the captured information.
Header: A descriptive area between your form fields that offers instructions to your visitors on how to
better complete the form.

Viewing Submissions
Every form creates a database to store submissions automatically. This serves as a backup to your email
notifications. You can export these to an Excel file from the admin by clicking on “Submissions”.
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Events, Calendars, and Meetings
The differences between events, meetings, and calendars
• EVENTS are for creating simple calendar events. If you were posting a public event to your website, like
“earth day”, it would be posted as an event.
• MEETINGS are the exact same thing as events, except that MEETINGS have dedicated file fields for;
ATTACHMENTS, MINUTES, AUDIO, VIDEO, and AGENDA files.
• CALENDARS can be thought of as collections of events and meetings of a specific type. This is why you
can have MANY calendars in your website.
The Master Agenda page
• Evo Cloud creates a page automatically that shows all upcoming public meetings, and their
attachments. You can see this page on your website at /agendas after you add meetings.
The Home Page Event Calendar
• There is a special calendar that can be embedded into your home page. If this home page output code
is installed in your home page, then you can push any event or meeting from any calendar to push
How to add an Event or Meeting
1. Expand the Calendars section in the left side menu.

2. Click CALENDARS first, to make sure that you have a calendar in place for your type of event. There
should be at least one calendar in place before you create an event or meeting. Remember that
Calendars are best thought of as “Event Categories”.
3. Click “Events” if creating an event, or click “Add Meeting” to create a meeting.
4. If adding an event, click the green button in the upper right corner of the events list page to create an
event.

5. Complete the form to create the meeting. Make sure to choose a calendar for it to appear on.
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Creating a Recurring Event
Instead of creating recurring events like: “every 3rd Thursday of the month”, we show you an annual calendar
where you simply click all of the days of the year at one time for your recurring events. We do it this way so
that holidays, and other scenarios like short months don’t affect your recurring events. Also, by having the
events entered separately, you can modify a single event without needing to change all of the events (like a
change of venue).
Here are the steps to creating a recurring event:
1. Create a single event or meeting. Ignore the fields for recurring days/weeks/months on its details if you
see those (those are being removed from the system).
2. Open your new, single meeting to edit it.
3. Note that there is a COPY EVENT tab at the top of the meeting details. It looks like this
Click that Copy Event tab.
4. You should see information that looks like this behind the Copy Event tab:

5. Note that there is a field that says “Click here to input dates”. Click in that empty field.
6. You should see an Annual Year Calendar that looks like this:
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7. Click all of the days in which you want your event to repeat.
8. Note that as you select the dates, they are added to the list of copied dates.
9. When your dates are selected, click outside the calendar to make it disappear.
10. Click the blue Create Copies button to add all of your new events at one time.

News Postings
News postings are posted into “News Areas”, which can be thought of as categories for your news topics. Each
department in your organization can have its own news area for news postings.
Here are the steps for adding a news posting to your website:
1. Click “News” on the left hand navigation menu.
2. You are now viewing the NEWS CATEGORIES. Look at the list of categories to see if one matches the
category you want.
3. If you wish to edit an existing news posting, you can click on it from this list.
4. To make a NEW News Category, click “Add News” in the upper right hand corner.

5. When you are ready to add a news posting, click the green “Add Post” button in the upper right.

6. Enter a TITLE for your news posting into the Title field.
7. Enter the body of your news posting into the editor.
8. Enter a Publish Date (required) by clicking on the calendar. To publish immediately without worry, you
can select yesterday’s date if you wish. Clicking on the clock at the bottom of the date picker also lets
you select a time of day for your news posting to appear.
9. Do not enter an expiration date unless you want the news posting to disappear from your website at a
certain date and time.
10. Select the categories for your news posting.
11. Decide if you should push the news item to your home page. If we built your website, then we most
likely created a “Home Page News” category, which enables you to push news items to the news slider
on your home page. Decide if the news item is worthy of being on your home page, and if it is, then
select that category as well as the appropriate news category for the department or subject matter.
12. Make sure that the Active checkbox is checked.
13. Click the blue “Update Post” button in the lower right to post your news item.
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Maps Module
The Maps module is made up of; Maps, Location Categories, and Locations. Maps are basically Google Maps
that have layers on them (location categories), with pushpins (locations). You can mix and match location
categories with individual locations on your maps to create custom maps in your website.
Note: Street addresses are required to create map locations.
Steps to adding maps to your website:
1. Always make your Location Categories First.
2. View Existing Location Categories: Click “Location Categories” to view the types of map locations you
have setup.
3. Create New Location Categories if Needed: If you have no Location Categories setup, then do this first
and choose the types of locations you will be displaying in your website. Many of our local government
customers create map location categories for things like; municipal buildings, parks, parking lots,
historic homes, etc. Again, think of these as layers for different types of locations on your maps.
4. Add Individual Locations: Click on Locations to see what locations are already entered. To add a new
location, click the green “Add Location” button in the upper right.
5. Complete all of the fields to add your location: Images are not required. Required fields have an
asterisk next to them.

Newsletters
About Newsletters:
Email newsletters enable you to send mass emails to your customers. This email system is mainly designed for
alert messages, and is not a newsletter designer service that enables drag and drop graphic design of
newsletters. Newsletters are sent out in batches, using a service called SendGrid. Depending on your hosting
plan, you most likely will incur a charge for sending mass emails through this system. The cost is generally one
dollar per 1,000 emails sent.
Setup Requirements:
• Newsletter Topics have to first be created before your customers can sign up for them.
• Bulk email addresses can be imported into the system from spreadsheets, or by the Evo Studio staff.
• Customers can sign up for newsletter topics using the customer portal at /portal.
• Signup forms can be embedded into multiple areas of your website (for multiple topics) using widgets.
• Newsletters can be designed professionally, and then the templates can be entered into the template
area by a designer. These are typically not included for free, but new templates will be available at no
charge on our website soon.
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How to send a Newsletter:
1. Are you sure that your site is setup for newsletters? Make sure that you have all of the setup
requirements listed above in place before you begin. Please do not assume that an email newsletter
design template has been created for your website if it is a new website.
2. Click on Messaging in your left side menu. It should expand to reveal the messaging options and look
like this:

3. Click on “Topics” to view a list of topics and subscribers. Make sure that you have topics in place, and
review the number of subscribers in the topic that you wish to email to. Without an adequate topic
and list of subscribers, you won’t be able to send your newsletter.
4. Click on Newsletters in the left side menu.
5. Click on the green “Add Newsletter” button in the upper right.
6. Name your newsletter: Give your newsletter a name using the name field. This is an internal name for
your reference.
7. Enter Required Fields: Enter required fields that have an asterisk next to them (From Email Address,
Subject).
8. Enter Newsletter Content: You can paste your content into the editor, or write content in the editor
directly. See the cutting and pasting guide earlier in this tutorial if you wish to paste from MS Word.
9. Save Newsletter: Click the blue “Add Newsletter” button in the lower right to save your newsletter.
10. Open Newsletter: Now that the newsletter is created and saved, you can prepare to send it. Click your
newsletter in the list to open it. If you get an error opening the email at this point (error 500), then this
is because your website’s theme has no email template selected. See your administrator to correct
this.
11. Preview The Newsletter: Click the “Send” paper airplane tab at the top of the newsletter, and then
click the “Preview” green button to see what the newsletter HTML looks like.
12. Send a Test Email to Yourself: Click the “Send” paper airplane link at the top, and then on the righthand side you will see a “Send Test” area where you can send the email to yourself for testing. Make
sure that your email address entered correctly there, then click on the green “Send a Test”. Give the
system up to 10 minutes to send you the test, as those are done in batches. It typically takes just a
couple of minutes.
13. Send Newsletter: If the test email looked good, then make sure that you have the right Topics
selected, and then click the green “Send Newsletter” button.
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Slideshows
Slideshows (also known as “Carousels”) are interactive photo fading areas that are typically on the home page
of a website, or serve to animate background photos. You can change these images on your own, add titles to
them, and even add buttons and hyperlinks to them. They can be embedded into pages, or change the entire
background.
Before you Begin:
• Are your new slide images in .JPG or .PNG format? If not, then stop.
• Are your slide images the correct size? Review your slideshow’s parameters before uploading slides.
• Are you attempting to create news slides using Powerpoint? Stop. These will be unattractive, and will
hurt the design of your website. We do not recommend using Powerpoint for creating image slides.
• Does your site have a news slider on the home page? Typically, important announcements should go
into a news application instead of of using slideshows.
• Images with CMYK color tables (if you got an image from your print designer) will not work. Slidewhos
images must be in RGB color format.
• Images for the web are screen resolution (72 dots per inch). Print resolution is typically 300 dots per
inch, and those images will be massive and slow down your website.
Understanding the Two Types of Slideshows:
•
•

Background Slideshow: slideshows that change the background image of your home page, interior
pages, or entire website, as either a fade, sliding image, etc.
Embedded Slideshow: Slideshows that appear within one page or section of a website. Only embedded
slideshows can have titles and interactive buttons on them.

Steps for Managing and EXISTING embedded slideshow:
1. Click “Slideshows” on the left side of your admin.

2. Choose a Slideshow to Manage: Choose embedded slideshows for slideshows that are within a web
page, or background slideshows that animate the background images of your website. If neither exist,
stop here. Adding slideshows to your website are outside the scope of the quick-start guide.
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You should see a list of embedded slideshows, like this one:

3. Edit Page Widget: Because embedded slideshows are directly linked to a specific web page, you will be
taken to that page directly to manage them. The system will automatically open the “Widgets” tab,
which was used to drag the embedded slideshow into the page when it was created. It should look
something like this:

In the example above, you can see here that there is a slideshow named “Recreation Slideshow” that is
placed into this page as a Widget, and it is located in a Region that is named “Slideshow”.
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4. Edit Slideshow Parameters: Please look at the screen shot below as we review these parameters.
If you are simply adding a new slide, or replacing one in your slideshow, you will most likely not need
to change these parameters, but you should review these anyhow to be familiar with each slideshow’s
requirements.
a. The most important part of your slideshow’s settings is its dimensions, and these are output in
pixels. In the example below, you can see that this slideshow is 900 pixels in width, by 200
pixels in height. 900px is about as wide as you would want to go for the content of a page, and
the 200px height tells us that this is a very short image, probably used as a masthead image at
the top of a page. By contrast, background slideshows are much larger and are typically 1800px
wide by 1440px tall.
b. The slideshow name is used within the CMS to identify this slideshow, and it is not output on
your website. So you can name it whatever you want.
c. The responsive checkbox allows the images to automatically resize for mobile devices.
d. The transition speed is the speed in seconds for how long the delay is for displaying each image.
e. The Show Controls option shows or hides the arrows that visitors can use to control your
slideshow. The display and look of these can be changed by designers using CSS.
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5. Editing a Slide: These steps are all pretty straightforward. See the screen shot below.

6. Save your Slideshow changes. Click the blue “Update” button in the lower right to save your slideshow
edits.
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